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PROGRAM INTRODUCTION
Theme: What young people should know to be a Global Citizen
The World Youth Rally (WYR) is an annual event hosted by Hostelling International KOREA,
which is hosted primarily by Korean college students. This event creates a learning platform
for the participants from all over the world, where four main themes will be discussed as following: Building Friendships beyond prejudice and differences, Discussing Based on Global
Citizen Education (GCED), Traveling city and nature with Korean team leader, Thinking about
World peace in the World’s only divided country. About 150 students from other countries will
be attend for this event and UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) will be discussed.

the 44th

World Youth
Rally 2019

July 14-19, in Seoul Korea

Be Friends, Best Friends
What young people should know to be a Global Citizen

Namhansanseong [UNESCO World Heritage]
Namhansanseong was designed as an emergency capital for the Joseon dynasty
(1392–1910), in a mountainous site 25 km south-east of Seoul. Built and defended
by Buddhist monk-soldiers, it could accommodate 4,000 people and fulfilled important administrative and military functions. Its earliest remains date from the 7th century, but it was rebuilt several times, notably in the early 17th century in anticipation
of an attack from the Sino-Manchu Qing dynasty. The city embodies a synthesis of
the defensive military engineering concepts of the period, based on Chinese and
Japanese influences, and changes in the art of fortification following the introduction from the West of weapons using gunpowder. A city that has always been inhabited, and which was the provincial capital over a long period, it contains evidence of
a variety of military, civil and religious buildings and has become a symbol of Korean
sovereignty.

Seoul Olympic
Youth Hostel
Operation Ideology
Cultivating capability to foster sound youth and balanced development as a youth cultural space (school
excursion, sporting activities, artistic activities, club
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activities, nature exploration, history trip, etc.)

Youth Hostel Introduction
Olympic Youth Hostel has opened its door in September, 1990, in Seoul to utilize youth accommodation
facility, vitalize global youth exchange and function as
an academic house and now it is the representative
youth training facility in the country.

http://www.parktel.co.kr/english/index.asp
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Welcoming Message from 2018
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CEO of Hostelling International

http://www.hihostels.com

43rd World Youth Rally 2018 Seoul, South Korea
Dear delegate,

Amb. YIM Sung-Joon
Governor of Hostelling International KOREA

A big congratulation on attending the 43rd World Youth Rally. My team was in attendance last year and
came back to the office with great reports of a very successful event. I’m sure this year’s event will be
even more successful!
Hostelling International is very supportive of the World Youth Rally because it is fully aligned with our

Greetings to you all!

reasons for existing: A care for the planet, an understanding of cultures and a building of friendship

On behalf of the Hostelling International Korea, I would like to extend warm welcome to all partici-

that helps bring us closer together.

pants of the 43rd World Youth Rally 2018.

We hope that you will use this experience to in order to bring through the next generation of leaders
that will make this planet a better place to live.

The hostelling movement is a part of social education, which helps young people experience and

HI has worked hard to support the United Nations in the work on sustainability and I’m delighted that

learn geography, history, and culture of diverse nations by traveling. During the programs, youths will

it is on your agenda to push this topic forward.

learn how to cooperate with others in a community and embrace bigger dreams and goals they may

The event is organised fantastically well by HI Korea and the volunteers so a big thank you to that group

want to realize. To spread out this movement, Hostelling International is working together with 80

– well done.

national youth hostel associations and 3,600 youth hostels all around the world.
I also extend my thanks to the supporters of the event, in particular the Mayor of Yangpyeong-Gun,
These days, there are so many people suffering from many different kinds of conflicts caused by

Mayor of Busan Metropolitan City and the President of KSPO.

differences and disagreements of civilizations and cultures. During the rally, we will share opinions
and ideas together through the programs such as World Youth Forum and Hostelling activities. We

Have a fantastic rally,

will also have time to think about the problems of

Darren and the team and Hostelling International

these conflicts, try to understand different

cultures and discuss what we can do for our peaceful future.
I hope you will better understand each other and diverse cultures. This is, I think, the way leading to
the world peace.
Please enjoy the 43rd World Youth Rally and Hostelling International Korea will do our best to make
your stay in Korea enjoyable and comfortable.

Darren Barker

Thank you!
https://www.youthhostel.or.kr/
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Chair of YHA AUSTRALIA
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CEO of YHA China
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Letter of Congratulation on the 43rd World Youth Rally
Dear Alex,
On the Occasion of the opening of the 43rd World Youth Rally, I would like to extend my warmest
congratulations to the Korea Youth Hostel Association(KYHA) and express sincere welcome to participants from all over the world.

Dear Alex,
Re: 43rd World Youth Rally in Korea
On behalf of YHA Australia, We send our congratulations, and best wishes to all the participants and the
organisers of the 2018 World Youth Rally in Korea.

We have made a short video with a message to the participants, and thanking the hosts and supporters.

With the themes “Our responsibility to the planet”, “Understanding divers culture around the world”
and “Building friendship. Be friends and best friends”, the World Youth Rally this year offers hostelling
in both Seoul and Yangpyeong for participants to enhance their experience in youth hostel, and an
extra trip to Busan for foreign participants, which is a great opportunity for them to know Korea better
and build stronger connections with each other. Also, the study of the UN Sustainalble Development
Goals is an important part in the event. it will definitely deepen the understanding of “Sustainable
Development”, the concept concept recognized and promoted by both UN and IYHF.

We extend our thanks to the hosts and supporters who have made the event possible including; the
Mayor of Yangpyeong-Gun, the Mayor of Busan Metropolitan City, and President of KSPO, and all of our
fridends at Hostelling international Korea.

May thanks to our supporters, Mayor of Yangpyeong, Mayor of Busan Metropolitan City and President of KSPO. With their support, I bllieve this event could not only show the charm of Korea, But also
facilitate long lasting friendship between participanting countries.

Yours Sincerely,

I wish the 43rd World Youth Rally a great success.

We trust that it will be a very successful event and create many new “Best Friends”
We are very Pleased to support the event with participantion from Australia this year by Alexandra Edson
from Adelaide Central YHA hostel in South Australia.

https://www.yha.com.au/
www.yhachina.com
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‘Be friends, Best friends’ is the Slogan of WYR. ‘Best friends’ is not just friends but friends beyond prejudice and differencest by understanding each other.
10
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Mission of WYR

WYR 2019

http://www.hihostels.com

About Hostelling

WYR 2019

Hostelling International(HI)’s Core Philosophy is

World Youth Rally Mission
Educate our future generations that they have a responsibility to preserve our planet through Hostelling.

“TO HELP ALL, ESPECIALLY THE YOUNG, GAIN A GREATER UNDERSTANDING OF THE WORLD AND ITS
PEOPLE THROUGH HOSTELLING “

Why We Must Educate Our Future Generations
There are many unsolved problems that our earth faces due to pollution and destruction caused by humans.
Finding ways to protect and preserve our environment can be a very difficult and complex problem to solve but
the situation will worsen if nothing is done. We must teach our future generations about this growing problem,
let them be aware of the current situation, and teach them the urgency and necessity to come up with ways to
protect our planet. Our future generations will have a stronger impact and ability to protect our planet due to
the development of research and technology. We must work as a whole because this is a global problem that
must be dealt with together in order to sustain our efforts in protecting and making our planet a better place
to live.

Hostelling International(HI)’s Core Mission is “
“TO PROMOTE THE EDUCATION OF ALL YOUNG PEOPLE OF ALL NATIONS, BUT ESPECIALLY YOUNG
PEOPLE OF LIMITED MEANS, BY ENCOURAGING IN THEM A GREATER KNOWLEDGE, LOVE AND CARE
OF THE COUNTRYSIDE AND AN APPRECIATION OF THE CULTURAL VALUES OF TOWNS AND CITIES
IN ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD, AND AS AN ANCILLARY THERETO TO PROVIDE HOSTELS OR OTHER
ACCOMMODATION IN WHICH THERE SHALL BE NO DISTINCTIONS OF RACE, NATIONALITY, COLOUR,
RELIGION, SEX, CLASS OR POLITICAL OPINIONS, AND THEREBY TO DEVELOP A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF FELLOW MEN AT HOME AND ABROAD”.

How to Educate Our Future Generations
Hostelling activities provided by the world-renowned non-profit organization Hostelling International (HI) has
the best conditions in educating young students, who will play a large role in shaping and changing our society
world in the near future.

HI has about 4,000 hostels and associations in about 60 countries around the world. All activities in the

Hostel, which provide opportunities for people to gather and interact, are called Hostelling. Those
who enjoy this type of traveling are called Hostellers.

Characteristics of Hostellers
Hostellers have the ability to deliver powerful messages via SNS (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter etc.) by making
new friends from various countries that they meet through Hostelling. Hostellers can actually change their
behavior and thought processing through their experiences that they have while Hostelling and sharing this
information with others by actually communicating and naturally sharing opinions with people. Hostellers who
travel around the world are more likely to be important leaders in future society because of their open-minded
and culturally competent thinking.

History of Hostelling International (HI)
Schirrmann set up the
first youth hostel at his
own school in Altena,
Westphalia.

The idea of hostelling spread
worldwide and the International Youth Hostel Federation (IYHF) was founded.

1912

The World Youth Rally
The World Youth Rally (WYR) is an annual event hosted by Hostelling International KOREA, which is hosted primarily by Korean college students. This event creates a learning platform for the participants from all over the
world, where four main themes will be discussed as following: Building Friendships beyond prejudice and differences, Discussing Based on Global Citizen Education (GCED), Traveling city and nature with Korean team leader,
Thinking about World peace in the World’s only divided country. About 150 students from other countries will
be attend for this event and UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) will be discussed.
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1909
Richard Schirrmann, a German teacher discovered a
need for city-loving, young
people to connect with nature but it was too difficult
to find afforable accommodation.

The Korea Youth Hostels Association is
founded and authorized as a non-profit
organization.

1932

1919

1967

1936

The idea of hostelling
spreads across Germany and Schirrmann later
establishes the German
Youth Hotel
Association.
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Schirrmann is
forced to resign
by the German
Government.

2006
The International
Youth Hostel Federation
(IYHF) operates as
Hosteling International (HI).
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Schedule of WYR 2019
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The 44th World Youth Rally 2019 Schedule
20190204

The 43rd World Youth Rally 2018 Planners with Alex CEO of HI KOREA
1. Period: July 14-19, 2019 / 6 days and 5 nights
2. Host: Hostelling International KOREA, Korea Sports Promotion Foundation
3. Participant: total 120 Youth Hostellers
4. Age limit: from sixteen to twenty-nine years’ old
5. Language: English will be a primary language during the event.
6. Venue & Accommodation: Seoul Olympic Youth Hostel
		

		

Transportation from the airport to the Olympic YH is not included.

7. Thems: What young people should know to be a Global Citizen
8. Registration Fee: 		

					250 USD / Participant

(Airline fare is not included)

Registration fee includes 5 nights 6 days’ accommodation and 12 meals. (Please note that the cost
of Dinner at July 15, July 17 Seoul Tour is not supported, so you will have to pay for it.)
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Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

1st
July 14 (Sun)

2nd
July 15 (Mon)

3rd
July 16 (The)

4th
July 17 (Wed)

5th
July 18 (Thu)

6th
July 19 (Fri)

Breakfast 7
( Olympic YH )

Breakfast 9
( Olympic YH )

Breakfast 12
( Olympic YH )

■ B2.
Youth Forum 2

■ B3.
Youth Froum 3

(Socio_Emotional)

(Behavioural)

Good morning

Breakfast 2
( Olympic YH )

■ A2.
Youth Life Plan

Check-in
Olympic YH
( Lunch is not
available )

Breakfast 4
( Olympic YH )

■ C1.
Namhan
Sanseong
Climbing

Base on SDGs

(UNESCO World
Heritage Centre)

Base on GCED

Base on GCED

Lunch 3
( Olympic YH )

Lunch 5
in Mountain

Lunch 8
( Olympic YH )

Lunch 10
( Olympic YH )
■E1.

■ B1.
Youth Forum 1
(Cognitive)

■ C2.

#Sleepforpeace

Playing in the
Valley Water

Importance of
peace and
commitment
to future
generations

Base on GCED

■ D2
Seoul Hostelling

■ D1
Seoul Hostelling
Dinner 1
( Olympic YH )

(Using public
transportation)

■ A1.

with
Korean Team
Leader

■ C3.
Rural
Experience
Village Tour
Dinner 6
Eating
Korean Food

(Using public
transportation)
with
Korean Team
Leader
(Dinner is not
included in fee)

WYR 2019
Opening
Ceremony
&
Team
Building

(Dinner is not
included in fee)

■ C4.
Night View in
Seoul Han River

#Sleepforpeace

#Sleepforpeace

#Sleepforpeace

15

#Sleepforpeace

with
Teach North
Korean Refugees
(TNKR)
Dinner 11
( Olympic YH )
■ A3.
Closing
Ceremony
&
Gift Exchange
with
Traditional
Clothes
#Sleepforpeace

bye ~
No Program
( Lunch is not
available )

Program Details
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Program Details
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Section A. Building Friendship to be a Best Friends

WYR 2019

A1. Opening Ceremony & Team Building
July 14 (Sun) (19:00 – 22:00)
19:00 – 20:00 Opening Ceremony & Cultural performance

20:00 – 22:00 Team Building & WYR 2019 Orientation
The opening ceremony is a place to listen to the congratulations of the VIPs who helped orga-

It is the first time a team of students from various countries is met, centering on Korean

nize the event and the CEOs of the Federation. It also consists of cultural performances pre-

team leaders who have been selected and trained in advance. There is a “face drawing”

pared by participating students. Each country’s participants will have the opportunity to learn

program to break the ice. It will help us to remember each other’s faces while draw-

more about their country by preparing their dances and songs before attending the camp. We

ing each other’s faces. We will also spend the first night talking about the reasons we

should take pride in the unique character of our cultures in a globalized environment.

came to the camp and what to expect in the future. At this time, we will introduce the
camp planners and guide you through the entire schedule, questions and answers, and
preparations.
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A2. Youth Life Plan Base on SDGs

Section A. Building Friendship to be a Best Friends
A3. Closing Ceremony & Cultural Night
July 18 (Thu) (19:00-24:00)

July 15 (Mon) (09:00 – 12:00)
Based on our sustainable development goals, we provide opportunities to check our life goals

WYR 2019

19:00 - 20:00

Closing Ceremony with Certificate and Closing Video

and meet friends who have the same goals and interests. This program consists of three parts.

09:00 – 10:00 Part 1. Talk about the many benefits we enjoy.
Let’s talk about where the benefits of nature, the country, the neighbors, the parents, the merchants around us come from, and how many people in the world don’t enjoy those benefits.
Talking about things you appreciate and talk about the grateful things that we didn’t know

It’s time to give out certificates to the participants who finished the youth rally successfully
and listen to their thoughts. And finally the official schedule is all done.

about.
10:00 – 11:00 Part 2. choose the goal I want to contribute and make my future name card.
The 17 sustainable development goals address a wide range of goals that humans need to
achieve. Among them, Choose a goal that you are interested in, write down why you value it,
and make a future name card based on what you need to do to achieve it.
11:00 – 12:00 Part 3. Present your dreams to the participants with your future name card.
Summarize your future goals into a future name card and have time to interact with the participants. When you interact, you will be able to meet friends who have similar goals. make friends
with them on social networking sites and be a great partner to exchange the information you
need to achieve that goal

20:00 - 22:00

Cultural Night & Gift Exchange & write goodbye letter

It’s time to prepare for your farewell. It’s time to have a talk each other, to give gifts to
the team, and to write a letter thanking them. The long journey ends with a commitment to create opportunities for the next generation to feel this joy and happiness.

20
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Detailed topics will be updated on May 30.
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Section B. Forum to be a Global Citizen

B1. Youth Forum 1 for Cognitive Base on GCED

B2. Youth Forum 2 for Socio_Emotional _ Base on GCED

July 15 (Mon) (13:00 – 16:00)
Cognitive: knowledge and thinking skills necessary to better understand the world and its complexities
The three virtues of being a global citizen
are to “confirm” the various issues that
take place in the world, to “respect” people
of different values, to “cooperate” people
of different values, to “realize” the things
I can do. The world defines and educates
these people as future talents.

WYR 2019

July 17 (Wed) (09:00-12:00)
Socio-emotional: values, attitudes and social skills that enable learners to develop
affectively, psychosocially, and physically and to enable them to live together with
others respectfully and peacefully.
Six blind men were asked to determine what an elephant looked like by feeling different parts
of the elephant’s body. The blind man who feels a leg says the elephant is like a pillar; the
one who feels the tail says the
elephant is like a rope; the one
who feels the trunk says the
elephant is like a tree branch;

We are going to have time to listen to the
young people from all over the world for
the “cognitive domain”. The events and accidents of the world we hear through the
Internet and the media are easy to see, but
the strengths, problems, and responsibilities of young people in the country can be
different. To develop the cognitive domain, participants will be asked to prepare for the presentation on three topics

the one who feels the ear says
the elephant is like a hand fan;
the one who feels the belly
says the elephant is like a wall;
and the one who feels the tusk
says the elephant is like a solid
pipe. A king explains to them:
All of you are right.

1. Please briefly introduce your country to young people from other countries and
present three simple reasons (strong points) that we have to visit your country.
2. Among the problems that your country is experiencing, please present three things
you would like other young people to know.

The reason every one of
you is telling it differently is because each one of
you touched the different

3. As young people of that country, please present three things you are responsible
for and have to do to make a better home country.
We will have time to listen and discuss the vivid stories in each country that is unknown through
the Internet and the media in the three themes above. Each country will have 15 minutes to present, 15 minutes to answer questions, total of 30 minutes.

22

part of the elephant. So,
actually the elephant has
all the features you mentioned.
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We often make the same mistake as the blind above. There are even wars. A person who has a

Section C,D. Travel City and Nature with Korean Leader
D1 & D2. Seoul Hostelling (Using public transportation)
with Korean Team Leader
(Dinner is not included in fee)

different opinion from me will not necessarily be wrong just because he or she is different from
me. We usually talk only with people of our country. But young people from different countries

WYR 2019

July 15 (Mon) (16:00 – 22:00), July 17 (Wed) (13:00 – 22:00)

come together in the youth rally and share our thoughts with an open mind, we will be able to
choose a better life.
The topic of discussion will be finally announced on May 30. As an example of a topic, what do
you need to do in your 20s? Do we have to marry? How much money should I earn to be happy? What are the criteria for choosing a job? What is the condition of my lover, spouse, or good
friend? Why should we help others? And so on. We will have time to share various opinions and
present.

B3. Youth Forum 3 for Behavioural_ Base on GCED
Seoul is safe and there are many things to see and eat. Because you can go anywhere by public

July 18 (Wed) (09:00-12:00)

transportation The Korean team leaders will reflect opinions of the team members and travel

Behavioural: conduct, performance, practical application and engagement.

to Seoul together! Because you travel as a team, there may be a difference of opinion among

The power of social media

team members. Especially, the way we prefer food is often different, but it can be an opportuni-

used by young people is very

ty to get closer by talking and caring about each other. The Seoul tour, led by Korean local team

influential. We’re going to get

leaders, will be a valuable experience you won’t be able to experience anywhere else.

together about 100 young
people who want to make
the world a better place and
send meaningful messages
to my friends and neighbors.
Discuss what we can do for the earth and engage in creative activities to promote it to the

it will be a shame if you travel Seoul with Team Leader only once. But you can go to travel Seoul

world through the SNS platform. We are already looking forward to what ideas will come out.

again on July 17 (Mon) (13:00 – 22:00). It’s supposed to be until 22:00, but you can hangout
until late night. 😊  But  energy  is  essential  to  wake  up  the  next  day! I  hope  it  will  be a  time  to  have 

24

many photos and memories.
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Section C,D. Travel City and Nature with Korean Leader

C1. Namhansanseong Climbing

C3. Rural Experience Village Tour

July 16 (Tue) (10:00 – 13:00)

July 16 (Tue) (16:00 – 18:00)

WYR 2019

(UNESCO World Heritage Centre)
Korea is a country with many mountains. And
Namhansanseong Fortress is a proud World
Heritage Site of Korea where you can feel
beautiful nature. Why don’t we walk along
Namsan Mountain with the fresh air and take
a picture with nature? We will put on light
sneakers and go into the mountains carrying
a small bag for lunch box It will be a great time
to feel the importance of nature. And lunch
box that eat with team members in forest will
be delicious above all. Of course, you have to take your garbage and climb it in a sustainable
way that doesn’t damage the nature.

C2. Playing in the Valley Water
July 16 (Tue) (13:00 – 16:00)

The energy that travel gives you is more than you can imagine. Why don’t we participate in a rural experience program run by local residents, feel the joy of harvest, and help local residents?

C4. Night View in Seoul Han River
July 16 (Tue) (20:00 – 22:00)
Let’s come back to Seoul and watch the night
view of the Han River, the pride of Seoul.

July is summer in Korea. Why don’t we avoid the heat in clean water on a hot day? Let’s have
fun in the clean nature eating delicious snacks.

26

talk about today’s events and end the day. It
will be a great time to feel nature in the city.
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Section E. SleepforPeace at the only devided country

E1. #SleepForPeace

WYR 2019

Detailed topics will be updated on May 30.

at the only devided country in the World
July 18 (Thu) (13:00-16:00)
Importance of peace and commitment to future generations

15:00 – 16:00 Part 2 make a symbol of peace
About 100 young people who wish for peace make symbols to pray for peace together.
SleepForPeace is the slogan of Hostelling International. After talking about peace and making a

13:00 – 15:00 Part 1. Talk about the dangers of war and the importance of peace.

work that pray for peace, we want you to thank for your peaceful sleep and hope that the next
generation will also enjoy this kind of peace.

Korea is the only divided nation in the world and is in a state of truce. What problems will arise
in the world if the South and the North are engaged in war? Is it just a problem between South
and North Korea? We would like to take time to discuss why war and conflict are happening
not only in North and South Korea but also in other countries for national, racial, religious, and
economic reasons.
And we’re going to have time to listen to the opinions of our young friends who have escaped
from North Korea. With the help of TNKR, we had a chance to invite young friends who are
learning English from him. Let’s ask them various questions and listen to what they think about
peace.
Teach North Korean Refugees (TNKR) is a nonprofit organization dedicated to making a difference in the refugee community. Our main activities are one-on-one individualized English
tutoring, speech coaching, and fundraising.
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About Global Citizenship Education (GCED)
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1.1 What is global citizenship education?

“Education gives us a profound understanding that we are tied together as citizens
of the global community, and that our challenges are interconnected.”

behavioural. These are interrelated and are presented below, each indicating the domain of
learning they focus on most in the learning process:
Box 1: Core conceptual dimensions of global citizenship education

Ban Ki-moon, UN Secretary-General

Cognitive:
The concept of citizenship has evolved over time. Historically, citizenship did not extend
to all – for example, only men or property owners were eligible to be citizens.1 During the
past century, there has been a gradual movement towards a more inclusive understanding
of citizenship, inﬂuenced by the development of civil, political and social rights.2 Current
perspectives on national citizenship vary between countries, reﬂecting differences in
political and historical context, among other factors.

To acquire knowledge, understanding and critical thinking about global, regional,
national and local issues and the interconnectedness and interdependency of different
countries and populations.
Socio-emotional:

An increasingly globalised world has raised questions about what constitutes meaningful
citizenship as well as about its global dimensions. Although the notion of citizenship that
goes beyond the nation state is not new, changes in the global context – for example,
the establishment of international conventions and treaties, the growth of transnational
organisations, corporations and civil society movements, and the development of international
human rights frameworks – have signiﬁcant implications for global citizenship. It has to be
acknowledged that there are differing perspectives about the concept of global citizenship
including, such as the extent to which it extends and complements traditional citizenship,
deﬁned in terms of the nation state, or the extent to which it competes with it.

To have a sense of belonging to a common humanity, sharing values and responsibilities,
empathy, solidarity and respect for differences and diversity.

Global citizenship3 refers to a sense of belonging to a broader community and common
humanity. It emphasises political, economic, social and cultural interdependency and
interconnectedness between the local, the national and the global.

Global citizenship education aims to be transformative, building the knowledge, skills,
values and attitudes that learners need to be able to contribute to a more inclusive,
just and peaceful world. Global citizenship education takes ‘a multifaceted approach,
employing concepts and methodologies already applied in other areas, including human
rights education, peace education, education for sustainable development and education
for international understanding’5 and aims to advance their common objectives. Global
citizenship education applies a lifelong learning perspective, beginning from early childhood
and continuing through all levels of education and into adulthood, requiring both ‘formal
and informal approaches, curricular and extracurricular interventions, and conventional
and unconventional pathways to participation’.6

Growing interest in global citizenship has resulted in increased attention to the global
dimension in citizenship education as well, and the implications for policy, curricula, teaching
and learning.4 Global citizenship education entails three core conceptual dimensions, which
are common to various deﬁnitions and interpretations of global citizenship education.
These core conceptual dimensions draw on a review of literature, conceptual frameworks,
approaches and curricula on global citizenship education, as well as technical consultations
and recent work in this area by UNESCO. They can serve as the basis for deﬁning global
citizenship education goals, learning objectives and competencies, as well as priorities
for assessing and evaluating learning. These core conceptual dimensions are based on,
and include, aspects from all three domains of learning: cognitive, socio-emotional and
1
2
3
4

See Heater (1990); Ichilov (1998); Isin (2009).
See Marshall (1949).
UNESCO (2014). Global citizenship education: Preparing learners for the challenges of the 21st century.
See Albala-Bertrand (1995); Banks (2004); Merryﬁeld (1998); Peters, Britton and Blee (2008).
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Behavioural:
To act effectively and responsibly at local, national and global levels for a more
peaceful and sustainable world.

5
6

UNESCO (2014). Education Strategy 2014 – 2021, p.46.
UNESCO (2014). Global citizenship education: Preparing learners for the challenges of the 21st century.
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For more information, please refer to the official link.
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https://WorldYouthRally2019.com
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